We show that in see-saw models of neutrino massà la SUSY SO(10), the observed large mixing in atmospheric neutrinos naturally leads to large b − s transitions. If the associated new CP phase turns out to be large, this SUSY contributions can drastically affect the CP violation in some of the B decay channels yielding the β and γ angles of the unitarity triangle. They can even produce sizeable CP asymmetries in some decay modes which are not CP violating in the standard model context. Hence the observed large neutrino mixing makes observations of low energy SUSY effect in some CP violating decay channels potentially promising in spite of the agreement between the Standard Model and data in K and B physics so far.
Introduction
In the last couple of years we have obtained three major pieces of information on flavor physics from experiments: large neutrino mixing in atmospheric neutrinos, existence of "direct CP violation" in the neutral kaon system ǫ ′ /ǫ and observation of CP violation in B → ψK s . Only the first of these three results clearly calls for new physics beyond the standard model (SM) for its explanation. As for ǫ ′ /ǫ, the theoretical uncertainties surrounding the SM predictions prevent any firm conclusion. Nevertheless, it is reassuring to notice that in the most familiar and promising extension of the SM, the minimal supersymmetric SM (MSSM), there is indeed room for a large contribution to ǫ ′ /ǫ even in the presence of a tiny deviation from flavor universality in the terms which break SUSY softly [1] . As for the observed CP violation in B physics, the results are in agreement with the SM expectation, but they leave open the possibility of large CP violating contributions from new physics (in particular the MSSM) in other decay channels which should be observable in a near future at B factories or hadron colliders.
The new physics involved to explain the atmospheric neutrino observations must provide a mass to neutrinos and guarantee at least one nearmaximal mixing in the leptonic sector. One of the best candidates to accomplish these tasks is the see-saw mechanism [2, 3] . It has been known for a long time that, at variance with what occurs in the non-SUSY case, the SUSY version of the see-saw mechanism can potentially lead to large lepton flavor violating (LFV) effects [4] † . Obviously, then, if one combines the SUSY seesaw with the idea of some hadron-lepton unification, one may suspect that the large mixing between second and third generation in the neutrino case entails not only some large LFV, but also some large mixing among quarks of the second and third generation which sit together with the leptons in a GUT multiplet. This is indeed what may happen for the right-handed quark supermultiplets in a SUSY SU(5) construction with a see-saw mechanism [6] Motivated by the three above experimental observations and the abovementioned theoretical considerations in the SUSY context, this Letter addresses the following question: in a SUSY see-saw context where neutrino and up-quark couplings are GUT-unified, how large can the SUSY contributions to CP violation in B physics be? So far it has been observed that, considering a model-independent parameterization of the CP violating SUSY contributions in B physics, it is possible, compatibly with all the existing phenomenological constraints, to obtain sizeable effects. However, given that we have now a precise indication of large LFV effects in the neutrino sector, we find it timely and important to link this experimental fact to predictions for B physics in a motivated SUSY GUT context which accounts for the atmospheric neutrino results.
We find that : i) differently from SU(5)-like schemes where one has to assume the largeness of some neutrino coupling to infer large quark flavor violation (FV) from the observed large neutrino mixing, in a SO(10)-like context the link between this latter phenomenon and large b − s transitions is automatically ensured; ii) the mixing B s -B s can receive large SUSY contributions comparable, if not larger, than the SM contribution; iii) some of the CP violating B decays which yield the β and γ angles of the unitarity triangle are strongly affected by the presence of the SUSY CP violating contributions, whilst other decays which in the SM are predicted to yield the same angles are essentially untouched by SUSY; iv) there exist some decay channels which do not present any sizeable CP asymmetry in the pure SM which develop significant (and hopefully observable) CP signals thanks to the large SUSY contributions. The Letter shows that, differently from some pessimistic common lore after the CP and FCNC results in K and B physics so far, the important experimental finding in atmospheric neutrinos yields expectations of sizeable deviations from SM in some CP violating B decays in SUSY GUT schemes where neutrino masses arise from a see-saw mechanism.
Main Point
The main point of this Letter is very simple. Consider an SO(10) grandunified theory, which breaks to SU(5) at, e.g., 10
17 GeV. The Yukawa coupling of "third-generation" neutrino is unified with the large top Yukawa coupling thanks to the SO(10) unification. However, the large mixing angle in atmospheric neutrino oscillation suggests that this "third-generation" neutrino is actually a near-maximal mixture of ν µ and ν τ . On the other hand, the "third-generation" charged leptons and down-type quarks have a relatively large unified bottom and tau Yukawa coupling, which is diagonal in the SU(5) multiplet that contains ν τ by definition. Therefore, the SU(5) multiplet with the large top Yukawa coupling contains approximately
where θ ≃ 45
• is the atmospheric neutrino mixing angle, and
It is interesting that even a large mixing in right-handed down quarks does not appear in CKM matrix simply because there is no charged-current weak interaction on right-handed quarks. Therefore the mixing among righthanded quarks decouples from low-energy physics. However, the mixing among squarks yield observable effects. The top Yukawa coupling then generates an O(1) radiative correction to the mass of s sin θ +b cos θ, which leads to a large mixing betweens andb at low energies. This large mixing in turn generates interesting effects in B-physics. Examples include: large B s mixing and CP violation, different "sin 2β" in B d → φK s from that in B d → J/ψK s due to CP-violating penguin contribution, and different "γ" values from different processes. ‡ The rest of the paper is devoted to more details of this simple point. In particular, we demonstrate in the next section that one can write down semiconcrete models of SO(10) unification which lead to largeb-s mixing. It is important that such models do not necessarily cause too-large µ → eγ or other dangerous effects. Then we will discuss detailed consequences of largẽ b-s in B physics.
3 SO(10)
Framework
We are motivated by SO(10) unification [9] , and we describe our assumptions on the unified framework in this section. When SO(10) is broken to SU(5), we have small mixings among 10's responsible for CKM mixing, while we need large mixings among5's to explain the MNS mixing matrix [10] in the neutrino sector. Then back in the SO(10) multiplets, the top quark comes together with the near-maximal linear combination of second-and thirdgeneration5's. To the extent that we ignore all small Yukawa couplings except the top Yukawa coupling, the only effect of the Yukawa coupling appears in the multiplet
where we have use indices i, j, · to represent the indices in Y D u basis while n, m, · are reserved for the basis in which Y d is diagonal. Here, V is the CKM matrix, and U the MNS matrix (some additional CP violating phases will be taken care of later), given the large U 23 as evidenced in the atmospheric neutrino data, a near-maximal linear combination of s R and b R experiences the large top Yukawa coupling in the SO (10) theory. This simple point produces a large radiative correction to the soft mass of this linear combination, which is flavor-off-diagonal in the mass basis of down quarks. Therefore we can expect a potentially large effect in B s mixing, and other related effects in B-physics.
Our framework is closely related to that in [11] with the superpotential
Here, Y u , Y d are up-and down-type Yukawa matrices, i, j = 1, 2, 3 are generation indices, and 10 u , 10 d are Higgs multiplets that contain H u and H d in the MSSM. In addition to the above two terms, W must include some further (renormalizable or non renormalizable) Yukawa coupling responsible for the righthanded neutrino masses. As usual, this can be achieved either through 126 or 1 6 2 /M P l . We need at least two Yukawa matrices Y u and Y d to generate intergenerational mixings and hence two Higgs multiplets. In this sense, this is the "minimal" framework of SO (10) unification. However, this makes both Y u and Y d matrices symmetric. A symmetric Y u is acceptable phenomenologically, while a symmetric requirement for Y d turns out to be too strict. The reason is simply that, in order to accommodate both CKM mixing among quarks and MNS mixing among leptons, we need to set
in the basis where Y u and the right-handed neutrino mass matrix are diagonal (see below).
Θ L , Θ R and Θ ν are diagonal phase matrices. Because of this, we will instead
Because of the combination of the Higgs multiplet 45, whose VEV 45 = 0 breaks SO (10) , and the Higgs in 10, the effective Yukawa coupling being either in 10 (symmetric between two 16's) or 120 (anti-symmetric between two 16's) representations, the matrix Y d can now have a mixed symmetry. We imagine that SO (10) is broken to SU(5) around 10 17 GeV, and this operator is large enough for the down-type Yukawa matrix. Note that we define V and U matrices to be in the CKM form with only one CP violating phase each. Phases in Θ L and Θ R are relevant only when the superheavy color triplet components of the Higgs multiplet is involved. Θ ν is relevant for the CP violation in the neutrino sector when the Majorana character of the neutrino mass is involved. Now we break SO(10) to SU (5) . Given a strong hierarchy among up-type Yukawa couplings and the large top Yukawa coupling, it is natural to stick to the basis where 
It is clear that, in the absence of the right-handed neutrino mass matrix, we can eliminate U M N S entirely by changing the basis of5 i in the SU (5) superpotential. This is an immediate way to see that the only effect of U M N S is related to the neutrino mass.
Further breaking SU (5) down to the standard model, the prediction of this framework is that the Yukawa couplings in the MSSM+N (the MSSM together with right-handed neutrinos) are
The absence of renormalizable Yukawa coupling to 10 d could well be a consequence of discrete symmetries.
¶ Right-handed neutrino masses arise from the coupling to SO(10)-breaking Higgses either 126 or 1 6
2 /M P l , as usual. This, of course, is not necessarily true with the soft terms, which is the whole point of this paper.
where we had absorbed the phases in Θ L into Q i and E i . Y d is diagonalized by a bi-unitary rotation where the matrix acting on the left side represents the relative rotation of the left-handed down quarks with respect to the lefthanded up quarks in the basis where the up quark mass matrix is diagonal. Hence, such matrix is just the usual CKM mixing matrix. The matrix acting on the right side represents the rotation to be performed on the left-handed leptons to go the mass basis of the charged leptons. It is easy to see that the phase matrix Θ ν can be absorbed into the Majorana mass matrix M after redefining D j and L j , and, the phase matrix Θ R can be absorbed into (UD) multiplet or (EV * ) multiplet. The phase matrices Θ L,R are irrelevant as long as the colored triplet Higgs boson can be ignored as emphasized before. Hence such matrix U is to be identified with the neutrino mixing matrix U M N S if we are in a basis where the physical light neutrinos are mass eigenstates. For this to happen, given that the neutrino Yukawa coupling matrix Y u is diagonal, we have to assume that simultaneously also the right-handed neutrino mass matrix M is diagonal. Hence throughout our discussion we are taking Y u and M simultaneously diagonal . Such a situation could result from simple U(1) family symmetries. As we will comment below, in a scheme a la SO (10) The similarity of the charged lepton and down-quark Yukawa matrices is well-known phenomenologically. Quantitatively, the relation m b = m τ could be indeed true at the unification scale, while m s = m µ , m e = m d are a factor of about three off. Here we take the point of view that the factors of three can be remedied by small SU(5)-breaking effects of the framework and do not worry about it. Clearly, lower-generation Yukawa couplings are subject to more corrections simply because their sizes are small. The Bphysics signatures we will discuss do not depend on such details as we end up ignoring all Yukawa couplings except that of the top quark. It is important to notice that the order of left-and right-handed fields is the opposite between
The important outcome of this framework is the (approximate) equality of the neutrino and up-quark Yukawa matrices. The light neutrino masses, after integrating out the right-handed neutrinos in Eq. (9), are given by the * * For a discussion of neutrino masses and mixings based on the simplest SO(10) mass relations and the see-saw mechanism, see the work of Ref. [12] superpotential
Since we assume that M is also diagonal in the same basis, this leads to the light Majorana neutrino mass matrix (
, where e iδ i is the phase of M i . The immediate conclusion is that the righthanded neutrino Yukawa matrix must be roughly doubly hierarchical compared to the up-quark Yukawa matrix. Phenomenologically, the Large Angle MSW solution is the most promising solution to the solar neutrino problem. Then the two mass splittings [13] 
∆m
are not very different, especially after taking their square root. On the other hand, the up-quark Yukawa matrix has a strong hierarchy
To obtain similar mass eigenvalues between the largest and the 2nd largest eigenvalues as suggested by data, we need
Moreover, the basis where the Y u matrix is diagonal must be strongly correlated to the basis where the right-handed neutrino masses are diagonal to achieve this. The simplest possibility is to assume their simultaneous diagonalization, as we said above. Note also that all three physical CP violating phases associated with the light 3 × 3 Majorana mass matrix are present in this model as free parameters.
At GUT scale, the top quark mass and the largest neutrino Dirac mass are equal. As a result the heaviest neutrino mass is m 2 t /M 3 . From the recent fit to the Super-Kamiokande neutrino data and assuming non-degenerate neutrino masses, one has m ν 3 ∼ 0.05 eV. For m t ∼ 178 GeV, this corresponds to M 3 of roughly 10
15 GeV slightly below the GUT scale as expected. It is very interesting to see that the SO(10) model ties up neutrino mass, top mass and GUT scale nicely.
Effects on Soft Masses
The size of the radiative corrections on the SUSY soft masses induced by the neutrino Yukawa couplings and their possible consequence on low-energy flavor physics had been studied within the SU(5) unification in Refs. [6, 14, 15, 16] . Following these papers, we shall assume that above some GUT unification scale, the SUSY breaking parameters are universal and can be parameterized by the universal scalar mass m 0 , the universal A-parameter a 0 which is the ratio of the SUSY breaking trilinear scalar interaction to the corresponding Yukawa couplings, the B-parameter entering the scalar bilinear term mixing the two Higgs doublets and the universal gaugino mass m G . The scale, M * , where these universal SUSY breaking values should be applied depends on the details of the SUSY breaking mechanism. Here we shall simply assume it to be near the Planck scale .
In the context of SUSY SU(5) [6, 14] , it was shown that, if the righthanded neutrino singlet is introduced to account for the data on neutrino oscillation, large neutrino Yukawa couplings involved in the neutrino Dirac masses can induce large off-diagonal mixings in the right-handed down squark mass matrix through renormalization group evolution between M * and M GU T . In addition, the contributions to the scalar masses induced in the running by the neutrino Yukawa couplings will generally be complex with new CP violating phases unrelated to the Kobayashi-Maskawa(KM) phase in Standard Model. The abovementioned mixings can be parameterized as δ
) ij /mq2 where mq2 is the average right-handed down squark mass. In particular, in Ref. [6] , it was shown that the induced δ R 12 is large enough to account for many of the observed CP violating phenomena in the kaon system providing an alternative to the CKM interpretation of these data. In Ref. [14] , it was shown that δ R 13 can give rise to a CP asymmetry in B d → φK s much larger than the KM prediction.
Here we wish to point out first that the off-diagonal mixing parameter δ 23 is further enhanced in the context of a SUSY SO(10) model. In the next section we will elaborate on the phenomenological consequence of large δ R 23 . In our case the constraint coming from the upper bound on BR(µ → eγ) turns out to be less severe than in the SU (5) context. Due to the larger matter content of the SO (10) GUT model, the renormalization group evolution from M * down to SO(10) breaking scale, M 10 , is faster than that of the SU(5) model. The induced off-diagonal elements in the SUSY breaking mass matrix of the right-handed down squarksd R are given by (in the basis in which
where M 5 is the SU(5) breaking scale and
where e iφ (L) n is the phase from (Θ R ) nn . Note that these phases are not relevant to any other low energy physics.
To account for the large atmospheric neutrino mixing, the second and third entries of the third row of U M N S should be of order √ 2, while the first entry, U 3e , is severely limited by the CHOOZ experiment: |U e3 | ≤ 0.11. Hence we obtain:
where m tG is the top quark mass at M G . The factor 5 in the RG coefficient above the SO(10) breaking scale is due to the contribution of the loop diagram with (10,5 u ) multiplets of SU (5) in the loop which is not present in SU(5). They contribute four times more than the usual (1, 5 u ) contribution in SU (5), and δ 23 can easily be O(1).
Note that m tG can be quite different from the pole mass of about m t ∼ 178 GeV. The evolution of m tG between M * and M G has been discussed in the literature [17] .
In SU(5) models, people had assumed that the right-handed neutrino mass matrix is given by an identity matrix to simplify the analysis. Given only a small hierarchy between ∆m 2 ⊕ and ∆m 2 ⊙ for Large Mixing Angle MSW Solution, the second-generation neutrino Yukawa coupling is sizable, with a large mixing with the first-generation states. This led to quite stringent constraints from the processes such as µ → eγ. In our SO(10) framework, however, the neutrino Yukawa matrix is as hierarchical as the up-quark sector, and only the third-generation Yukawa coupling is significant. In the thirdgeneration multiplet, the electron state appears with a suppressed coefficient U e3 . Therefore, unlike the frameworks studied in the literature, contributions to processes that involve the first generation (like µ → e + γ) are suppressed by this unknown element in the MNS matrix. In view of this fact, we prefer to focus on flavor violating processes involving the mixing between secondand third-generation in this paper. 
Consequences in B Physics
In this Section we present some implications of a large and complex δ The diagrammatic contributions of δ R 23 to various ∆B = −∆S = 2 and ∆B = −∆S = 1 processes were worked out in detail in Ref. [18] ‡ ‡ . In particular a complex δ R 23 can play a major role in CP violating B decays [20, 14, 21, 16, 22] .
The first effect of a conspicuous δ 
where the functions f 6 andf 6 are defined as in Ref. [18] . From Eqs. (13, 15) we see that δ R 23 can easily be as large as 0.5, yielding a SUSY contribution to ∆M s comparable to that of the SM. Hence, in our scheme the operator gives rise to a large B s -B s mixing with a complex phase † † We stick to mass insertion formalism for illustrative purposes, but fully quantitative discussions would require calculations in the mass eigenbasis.
‡ ‡ For an updated analysis of the gluino-mediated SUSY contributions to the B d -B d mixing and to the CP asymmetry in the decay B → J/ψK s including the NLO QCD corrections and B coefficients as computed in the lattice instead of using the vacuum insertion approximation, see Ref. [19] which is almost unconstrained so far. In contrast, the SM contribution to B s -B s mixing has very small phase (in the usual Wolfenstein convention). This gives rise to many phenomenological consequences as will be sampled below.
Secondly, δ R 23 gives rise to new contribution to direct B decays. Two categories of contributions are more important. The first one is a ∆B = 1 box diagram contribution. The second is of the type of electromagnetic or gluonic Penguin contributions.
* There are also contribution of electroweak Penguin type which we shall ignore because they are generally smaller.
In B decay processes in which the dominant contribution in SM is at the tree level, the additional contribution due to δ R 23 can at most be a small percentage. This is true even if the SM contribution comes with strong mixing angle suppression [22] such as B ± → DK ± orDK ± . However, if the initial state mixing (such as B S mixing) plays a strong role in the phenomena, then δ R 23 can significantly alter the phenomenology. In B decay processes in which the dominant contributions involve one loop contributions, such as the Penguin diagrams, one should expect large additional contribution due to the δ R 23 in both amplitude and CP asymmetry. As an application of the above analysis, we can roughly classify the phenomonology into three categories. [14, 21] . The fractional phase difference r β = (β(JK s ) − β(φK S ))/β(JK s ) is a measure of δ R 23 that can be as large as 50%.
(b). Measurements of the γ angle of the unitarity triangle. One class of popular measurements on γ involves B s decays [24] . In the SM, the B s mixing is real to a very good approximation. Therefore any measurements of γ using B s decays will be strongly affected by δ 22] . In this measurement, the role played by δ R 23 is negligible, so it measures the same value as in SM. Therefore, just like β measurements, by comparing γ measurements in B s and in B ± decays, one can get a measure of δ R 23 . In principle, by comparing r β with r γ , which is similarly defined, one can get a strong evidence of the existence of large δ 
Conclusion
In this Letter, we pointed out that a large mixing between ν τ and ν µ as observed in atmospheric neutrino oscillation may lead to a large mixing betweenb R ands R because they belong to the same SU (5) multiplets. This occurs naturally in SO(10) grand unified models which we have described in detail. These models do not give rise to dangerously large µ → eγ and similar processes which involve the first generation, given the current limit on U e3 from reactor-neutrino experiments. A large mixing betweenb R and s R leads to interesting effects in B-physics, such as large and CP-violating 
